Updated on: 02-02-2017 @ 04:33 P.M.
Following queries have been posed by the P.G. NEET 2017 aspiring candidates:1) What are candidates required to do after NEET PG result has been declared by
the National Board of Examinations (NBE)?
2) When shall the NEET PG result for State be declared?
3) When will the counselling start?
4) NEET HAVE GIVEN MARKS OF OUT OF 1500, THEN 40% OUT OF 1500 IS 600
SCORE. SO MY SCORE IS 652.645 .WHETHER I AM ELIGIBLE FOR J&K STATE
UNDER RBA Category.
5) I would like to enquire about the Recently release NEET-MDS results.
Having qualified NEET, do i need to apply in your office or do we have to wait
till a merit list is published. I am unable to understand what the notification
regarding "furnishing comments and documents till 1-2-2017" means. Is it just
related to enquiries or registrations? Will i have to wait for the merit list from
BOPEE or do i need to apply first?
6) Neet pg 2017 having been declared and tentative seat already uploaded are
all the qualified candidates supposed to furnish documents and getting them
verified before the counselling process begins.. Will jakbopee provide a
general merit list of candidates as per state ranks acquired by them before
counselling process.. And does a candidate need to be present in person to
get his documents verified or he can also get the same done by delegating
someone on his behalf.
7) Sir im qualified for counselling. so can u tell me what to do next regarding
it...and when is state rank coming out.
8) wht if smone is stil undergoing internship.....bt is still eligible as per the nbe
deadline of 31 march for completion of internship in order to be
eligible.....wht documents are to be produced by such a candidate frm 2nf feb.

9) Sir , I qualified NEET 2016-17 with 885.454 percentile rank .Iam posted at phc
trehgam kupwara since june 2012.When i filled the application form online I
wrote category as *jammu and kashmir*.It was written on information
brochure that Reservation policy etc will be determined at state level by their
own policies.I enquired at bopee office srinagar but recieved no information
even I called worthy chairman BOPEE bt he also seemed unaware .Now u hv
uploaded supreme court judgement for rural service .As per this judgementI
am eligible for Rural service .as i hv been regularly working at phc since 2012
(4.5yrs)
10) with due regards i want to Say that myself Dr. Ankush koul presently
undergoing internship at darbhanga medical college, bihar which is supposed
to end on 30.01.2017 I am a domicile of j&k ...presently studying at bihar
admmitted through central pool quota nomination in the year 2011 I have
qualified neet PG with AIR 4135.Now I want to ask whether i am eligible for
my domicile jk state quota seats ??? If yess....what documentation i am
supposed to generate for the same purpose....?????
11) Sir i want to bring in ur notice that there r 6 pg diploma seats recognizd by mci
in Gmc jammu.i saw it by opening mci website.. bt seatmatrix of jkbopee vch
came yesterday show only 4 seats.kindly update seatmatrix.that ll be ur
utmost kindness.
12) It is written that reserved catgory certificates should have not been
entertained if issued after last date of submission of forms.if i am a catagory
student and i have wrote catagory in online application form and my
certificate was issued after last date of submission of forms and i knowingly
applied for it late as i knew i will get it till decleration was result.what problem
Sir in this.

13) Sir,as per the para 4 of your notification tentative seat matrix for MD/MS the
category certificates issued after 31-10-2016 won't be entertained.Sir,is it
applicable to the first time issued(fresh) certificates only or to the certificates
renewed after this date also.Kindly respond ASAP sir with a persuasive answer
14) With refrence to your notification regarding NEET PG MD/MS dated 25th of
january i submit as under: That i belong to RBA category , but since the said
category certificate could not be renewed till the last date of submission of
my application form i.e; 31/10/2016 . I had applied to the concerned authority
well in time with the hope that the certificate will be issued before
31/10/2016 however on account of the unrest and turmoil in the valley , the
govt offices did not function smoothly which lead to unfortunate delay in the
renewal process. The certificate was issued to me in the the first week of
December 2016 Needless to mention that there was no clear cut mention of
state based reservation certificates in original NEET notification and since
previously the certificates used to be produced at the time of councelling by
bopee that added to the confusion.Kindly notify a modified notification
stating clearly whether the RBA certificated issued after 31st october will be
accepted.
15) I have qualified neet md/ms..sir my catagory rural service issue date is
4/10/2014... sir in my openion RS certificate need not its renewal...kindly
update me regarding RS CERTIFICATE.
16) Sir this is from majority of NEET 2017 PG QUALIFIED CANDIDATES, OUR
HUMBLE REQUEST IS TO CONDUCT COUNSELING FOR JK PG DNB AND
PRIVATE MD/MS COLEGES AT THE SAME TIME SO THAT IT WILL BE EASY FOR
ALL OF US SAVES TIME AND PROCESS AND WILL FILL ALL SEATS.
17) I qualified NEET 2016-17 with 885.454 percentile rank 24 .Iam posted at phc
trehgam kupwara since june 2012.When i filled the application form online I

wrote category as *jammu and kashmir*.It was written on information
brochure that Reservation policy etc will be determined at state level by their
own policies.I enquired at bopee office srinagar but recieved no information
even I called worthy chairman BOPEE bt he also seemed unaware .Now u hv
uploaded supreme court judgement for rural service .As per this judgementI
am eligible for Rural service .as i hv been regularly working at phc since 2012
(4.5yrs)
18) I want to know if the internship completion certificate is not yet formulation
or if someone is still undergoing internship what document is he supposed to
produce on the said date from 2 feb to 10 feb 2017.
19) As per your notice regarding MD MS counselling, you have asked candidates
to have internship completed at the time of counselling.But as per NAT
BOARD ,MCI and the NEET propectus , it was clearly written that a candidate
should

have

internship

completed

before 31

march.

The whole GMC srinagar fresh batch which appeared in NEET may suffer
cause of this notification of yours Kindly clarify.
20) As per your notice regarding MD MS counselling, you have asked candidates
to have internship completed at the time of counselling.But as per NAT
BOARD ,MCI and the NEET propectus , it was clearly written that a candidate
should

have

internship

completed

before 31

march.

The whole GMC srinagar fresh batch which appeared in NEET may suffer
cause of this notification of yours. Kindly clarify.
21) I have got difficult area certificate from directorate on 14 jan 2017
after surrendering previous cetificate. I have completed my 2 years on ist
june 2016 which is is mentioned in certificate and i dnt have added months
thereafter as they were of no use.does date of issuance will create any
problem.

22) Sir i have got difficult area service from directorate on 14 jan 2017.but i have
completed my 2 years before july 2016 which is mentioned in certificate.as i
have not added months after the date of submisdion of forms.does date of
issuance create any problem.
23) * I am outside country at present. Can I authorise any person to deposit my
documents at BOPEE office.
24) * I am doing my rotatory internship and am likely to complete the same
before 31st of March, 2017. What should I do?
25) I have qualified NEET PG exame. I am having RBA Category certificate plus i
am having certificate of rural service (serving more than 4years in difficult
area). Can i avail the benefit of both at the same time, Please reply my query.
26) I am writing w.r.t. jakbopee notice dated 27.01.2017 for submission of
documents by eligible candidates to the office of jakbopee. Is it necessary for
the candidate to do that in person or the guardian/parent can also do the
same. Kindly help me on the issue.
27) I am an in-service candidate and want to know if I can submit the NOC at the
time of counselling because once the state rank comes out I will be able to
decide whether to pursue such difficult and time consuming exercise, which
may require taking leave from duty. Same is the case with other in-service
candidates. We may be asked to submit an affidavit in that regard so that we
get ample time for that exercise. I hope our humble request will be
entertained and a concession provided.Eagerly waiting for your response and
thanking you in anticipation.
28) Reference to your notification no: BOPEE/Exam-14/2017 dated 27-01-2017
where in you have advised the qualified candidates to submit the necessary
certificates along with the attached check list, Please note that there was no
check list attached with the on line notice. In addition it is very difficult for the

outside students/residents of J&K to show the original certificates at the time
of submitting the required self-attested certificates as they carry the original
certificates with them and can show during counselling. My wife is living with
me outside India but she has qualified the NEET . It is requested to upload the
check list on BOPEE website so that same can be downloaded and required
information could be filled and submitted. Please waive off producing the
original certificates at the time of submission of documents as same could be
verified at the time of counselling.
29) This is with respect to the public notice issued by bopee on 27-01-2017 under
the subject ' NEET PG, submission of documents by candidates.' The notice
requires submission of MBBS degree certificate and MCI permanent
registration certificate for verification. However, those students who have
completed their internship during 2015-16 have not received their degrees
and MCI permanent registration certificates yet. Therefore, what documents
are these candidates supposed to deposit with the bopee for the purpose of
verification?
30) I want to know if anyone else can submit my documents on my behalf
31) Do the candidates who have been declared qualified by NBE , need to submit
documents for verification personally? Or can a authorized person do it on
their behalf ?
32) My Daughter wants to apply for BED 2017 as she is currently appearing in her
BA final year examinations.I would like to know if we have to upload the
scanned copy of original certificates or the scanned copy of Photostat because
we can only self attest the photo copy and not the original ones
33) We, the GMC passouts , have completed our internship today (27 Jan). How
can we procure internship completion and MBBS degree certificate in this
short span of time.

34) I just wanted to enquire whether the candidate is supposed to provide the
seat preferences also along with submission of documents between 2nd and
10th Feb, or is that required at a later date?
35) It is informed to your goodself that our mbbs degree certificate will
not be produced by the university before 10th feb as our internship is
finishing on ending January and it takes a lot of time to give degree
certificates to students.However it will be available at the time of
counselling.
36) I am resident of Jammu and kashmir and I completed by MBBS from
Karnataka. I am eligible for persuing MD/ MS as per bopee....I am possessing
registration from Karnataka medical counselling.Can I deposit that with check
list form, right now I am not Registered under jammu and kashmir state
council. I can undertake about providing jk registration at later date...
37) With refrence to your notification regarding NEET PG MD/MS dated 25th of
january , i submit as under That i belong to RBA category , but since the said
category certificate could not be renewed till the last date of submission of
my application form i.e; 31/10/2016 . I had applied to the concerned authority
well in time with the hope that the certificate will be issued before
31/10/2016 however on account of the unrest and turmoil in the valley , the
govt offices did not function smoothly which lead to unfortunate delay in the
renewal process . The certificate was issued to me in the the first week of
December 2016. Needless to mention that there was no clear cut mention of
state based reservation certificates in original NEET notification and since
previously the certificates used to be produced at the time of councelling by
bopee

that

added

to

the

confusion.

Kindly notify a modified notification stating clearly whether the RBA
certificated issued after 31st october will be accepted.

38) I have qualified neet md/ms..sir my catagory rural service issue date is
4/10/2014... sir in my openion RS certificate need not its renewal...kindly
update me regarding RS CERTIFICATE.
39) I am a domicile of Jammu and Kashmir and am applying for the State PG MD
2017 seats. According to the schedule issued by you my ID falls on 2nd
February to come show my documents but i am not in J and K and will be
returning back on the 4th of Feb. I request you to let me show my documents
on the 5th as it will be very difficult for me to reach on the 2nd.
40) With due respect I would like to state that I m in delhi n I have qualified neet
pg but my rank is 50000 ...sir I have two kids n just to submit my original
documents would be very difficult for me as I will have to travel along with my
children...sir isn't it possible for me to send the scans of my originals by
email.if I m called in counselling I will bring all my documents along with me. I
would be highly obliged if you accept my request.
41) It will be really kind of you if you will please let me know regarding the
document submission procedure,has the qualified candidate has to be
present in person at the time of submission or can someone else submit the
documents on her/his behalf along with originals document verification.hope
to hear from you..
42) I want to know that is bopee b.ed same. And KU b.ed same.? after selection
who conducts the examz(ist sem to 4th sem). If a students completes his
degree, who gives the marks card certificate either bopee or KU.
43) I have qualified NEET PG but due to some unavoidable circumstaces had to
stay our of the state. It wont be possible for me to submit my documents on
the
said
date
in
person.
Also
I
have
got
my
original documents along with me outside the state. Is there a way in which i
could send the attested photocopies of my documents to the JAKBOPEE
office?
44) I am an inservice candiadte having qualified neet having AIR of 8694, now on
a short notice from you to get noc from director health services kashmir, i
reached to them through proper channel via bmo to cmo to director but they
told me it is not possible to give noc on such a short notice as i hav to furnish
my documnts on 2 feb, they told me you application has to go through
comminsioner secretary health so it takes time . what should i do now , kindly
cooperate n help

45) The likely date of completion of my rotatory internship was 27.01.2017 which
i mentioned also in NEET online application form at the time of submission.
But due to some unavoidable reasons i could not receive the internship
completion certificate till now and i may probably get it by 03.02.2017. As per
JaK BOPEE public notice 3, i am supposed to submit the documents for
verification on 02.02.2017 because my testing ID (CD1651870) falls in the
range of CD1636992-CD1681262. I may be thus able to submit documents
either by 04 or 05 February, 2017. Therefore i request you to kindly allow me
to submit the relevant documents on these dates.
46) I want to know about the seat distribution that will be resorted to.As
according to the Supreme court ruling 50% of the diploma seats will be for
rural service candidates...so what percentage of seats will be for OM & other
categories.
47) Is it necessary to have state registration of Jammu medical council? I have
done MBBS from Karnataka and have state registration from Karnataka. Will
that be accepted?
48) i need a response on:
1) whether you are going to follow the mci regulations for "in service
rural/difficult areas" of providing 10% incentive each year upto 30% maximum
plus 50% reservation in pg 'diploma' seats plus quashing of reservation in pg
'degree' seats;as mentioned in the 'hon'ble supreme court judgement' and
'mci medical eduction regulation 2000' attached by you?
2) whether you are also going to include 10% reservation for RS category (5
years rural service) within a total of 35% reservation pool; as dipicted in
'tentative seat matrix' (65%-35%) attached by you?
3) Regarding answers to (1) n (2) your valuable quotation is awaited at the
earliest in public domain, as there are speculations over the context and
extent of rules n regulation that you are going to follow.
49) Sir as per honble supreme court decision given on your websiteAny candidate
who has served in a difficult area for 3 years will be considered for 50% pg
diploma reservation quota.but yourgoodself have uploaded format for rural
area category where 5 years should be necessarily served in a rural area to get
RS category.is not this contradictory to judgement. And sir what about 10% of
incentive marks to be given for each year of difficult area served to max of
30% of marks obtained.Please reply to our confusions.
50) you are doing highly-commendable job by giving answer to query .my humble
submission is please upload proforma for authorization .presently i am at
delhi

i can send my wife / brother to submit documents on behalf of me.kindly
provide us proforma what write & from which authority it be attested. please
upload concern proforma in relation to notice issued on 28/1/2017.
51) Sir is it true that no of md radio diagnosis seats in skims reduced to 2 in recent
MCI visit
52) Pertaining to authorization of another person to submit documents if the
candidate is unable to come to the BOPEE office; Is it mandatory to send the
original documents with the authorized person Or will the Photocopies be
enough for this document submission procedure ?
53) Kindly let me know, what is the minimum neet score needed by open merit
candidate to take part in MD/ms counseling 2017
54) Pertaining to authorization of another person to submit documents if the
candidate is unable to come to the BOPEE office; Is it mandatory to send the
original documents with the authorized person Or will the Photocopies be
enough for this document submission procedure ?We highly appreciate the
efforts made by your helpdesk to clarify our doubts. *
55) only few days have been given by the BOPEE for getting the NOC but it is not
possible to get the same from the Concerned Department within this short
period as the same is to be issued by the Health and Medical Education
Department Civil Secretariat Jammu.please allow the inservice candidates for
counselling and the NOC will be submitted later on or once the admission is
confirmed.
56) Sir i possess a sports category. I got 679 out of 1500 in the recent neet of
examination. Can u plz guide me wat is the cut off list and am i eligible for
submitting my certificates.
57) My neet pg score is 752.38 & I'm an open merit candidate. Please let me
know that whether I'm eligible for MD/ MS counseling under state quota.
58) As per your notice regarding MD MS councelling, you have asked candidates
to bring their original documents along with the photostat copies of the same.
I want to bring it to your kind notice that, some of my original documents are
at jammu and kashmir state medical council, jammu office for registration
purpose. What am i supposed to do in this regard.
59) I have done my BDS from Delhi and possess a registration from Delhi dental
council. But since im a state subject of J&K, do i need to submit registration
certificate from J&k state dental council to be eligible for counselling process?
60) With regard to the addendum to the Public Notice 4 (28/01/2017), kindly
clarify whether submission of original documents would be necessary AT THIS
STAGE since it is not practically possible to do so for the candidates like me

who are pursuing MBBS outside the state and are in possession of the said
original documents. While compiling all the educational certificates, marks
cards & the degree, and then sending them by post is indeed a heavy risk to
the professional career of the candidates and at the same time carry no
assurance that the said documents would reach to the authorized person and
then to the JAKBOPEE office by due date. Kindly relieve us from this concern
ASAP.
61) Sir I want to ask
1. if there is going to be face to face counselling this time like before or do we
have

to

fill

forms

with

preferences?

2. Another enquiry is that will there be bLocking of seats in counselling
process this time or are there going to be measures to prevent blocking??
3. will the inservice quota provide extra 10-30% marks to j&k candidates
also?? as jnk in-service candidates already have seats reserved for them in the
state n this 10-30% incenive rule was passed for those states which do not
have an in-service reservation. how can u give them double benefit?
reservaion also and extra marks also? states like Andhra Pradesh, Telangana
also have in-service reservation and hence not applying the extra marks rule.
62) I want bopee to clarify its policy to be followed for preparing merit list. Is it
going to quash the reservation of 10% alloted to rural service candidates and
provide them with incentive marks as mentioned in supreme court judgement
or is it going to give them the benefit of both against the judgement. This
issue needs to be clarified by proper notice and not by just mentioning that it
has been clarified. Kindly put a proper notice regarding percentage of
reservations and your policy for inservice candidates as many candidates are
confused and in chaos.

63) In response to public notice No. BOPEE/Exam-14/2017 Dated: 24-01-2017
seeking comments against the tentative state seat matrix, I would like to post
some queries for the same
1.

Sir, according to the candidates who got selected last year (2016 ) some

MD seats remained vacant due to various reasons. Is there a provision that
those seats can be added in this year’s quota?
2.

Sir, it has been observed that last year (2016) only three rounds of

counseling were held as MCI did not allow a fourth round to take place
resulting in some seats being left vacant. Sir I hope this year all the rounds of
counseling take place before the cut-off date
3.

Also many candidates left their respective seats after the MCI deadline

which also resulted in seats being left vacant. Under previous rules such
candidates were barred from appearing in the exams for a fixed number of
years. Sir I would like to know has that rule been modified? And if so whats
the current ruling and if not then what steps have been taken to prevent such
candidates from appearing in this years counseling if the stand qualified?
64) Sir what about the candidates who have served for some period under NRHM
and have then resigned?Will they get some benefit and can they submit the
experience certificate in bopee office alongwith other documents?
65) We some students want to submit the online application form for NEET 2017,
but we got confused when we are filling the online application as there is an
option whether a student want to apply for 15% all India quota and not. Now
we request your good self please guide us that for what quota a jk student is
eligible.
66) I am NEET-PG qualified candidate with 741.44 points out of 1500. Currently, I
am working under NRHM with Health department. I was wandering if NRHM
doctors also require NOC to apply for PG admission under rural service

category. It is to mention here that NRHM is contractual employment not
substantive. Also, getting NOC is time consuming process in our department
and will definitely take more time than is asked in your notifications.
Additionally, does 50% marks criteria (750 out of 1500) followed in past apply
this time as well for eligibility under rural service category.
67) I WAS SELECTED AS MEDICAL OFFICER BY PSC . MY FIRST POSTING ORDER
ISSUED

BY

HEALTH

&

MEDICAL

EDUCATION

DEPARTMENT

SECRETARIAT .I WAS POSTED AT GMC SRINAGER ON

CIVIL

INTER CADRE

DEPUTATION, TILL NOW I WORKING AT GMC SRINAGER .MY HUMBLE
REQUEST IS THAT WHETHER I HAVE TO TAKE NOC FROM GMC OR DIRECTOR
HEALTH.

These queries are responded as under:Response to Query No.1 above:The candidates have to wait and remain in touch with the BOPEE website as
after the declaration of NEET result the BOPEE is to take further necessary
action, which has already been initiated.
Response to Query No.2 above:The candidates who have applied and have been declared to have qualified
are required to submit the requisite documents before the BOPEE authorities,
so that these are verified and eligibility determined. The public notice in this
regard will be issued shortly asking the candidates to deposit the relevant
certificates in the BOPEE office at Srinagar/Jammu. The process shall begin
from 2nd February, 2017 till 10th February, 2017, after which the updation of
the records will take place. Candidates need to concentrate on depositing the
relevant documents and producing original documents for verification.

Response to Query No.3 above:After the process of updation is complete, the Board shall seek preferences
from the candidates for seats/colleges and the selection shall be made on the
basis of merit-cum-preference with due regard to the reservation rules, MCI
regulations and the law laid down by the Apex Court on the subject.

Respose to Query No. 4 above.
Since RBA cut off merit has not been determined, which shall be done only
after candidates produce documents, therefore, nothing can be said as of
now.
Respose to Query No. 5 above.
This query has already been addressed. Seeking comments would mean if any
candidate has any additional information about the seats or if it is felt that the
distribution of the seats category-wise has not been done properly.
Candidates can advise so that same are examined. The next step will only be
taken after the candidates submit their documents. A notice is expected today
in this regard.
Respose to Query No. 6 above.
Please check up the Notice that is being issued today.
Respose to Query No. 7 above.
Please wait and go through the Notice issued today.
Respose to Query No. 8 above.
Internship should be completed till the date of submission of on-line
preference forms for subject/colleges/counselling as may be required.

Respose to Query No. 9 above.
The eligibility for selection of candidates is governed by MCI regulations with
due regard to the State reservation policy. The judgement of the Hon’ble
Supreme Court on the subject is clear and no comments can be furnished. The
Hon’ble Supreme Court speaks of difficult/remote area service. Competent
designated medical authority is to furnish the details.
Respose to Query No. 10 above.
State subjects, undergoing courses outside the State are eligible under State
quota provided they have qualified NEET 2017. Internship completion
certificate is required at the time of seeking on-line preferences for
seats/colleges till the date of counselling as may be required.
Respose to Query No. 11 above.
This will be taken up with the concerned college who are required to furnish
the details.
Respose to Query No. 12 above.
The candidates who were in possession of the requisite category certificates
but could not renew the same due to certain reasons shall be eligible if their
certificate is renewed upto the cut off date for submission of the documents
which has been notified today.
Respose to Query No. 13 & 14 above.
This has already been replied above.
Response to Query No. 15 above.
Please contact your certificate issuing authority.
Response to Query No. 16 above.
J&K BOPEE does not conduct counselling for PG DNB. However, the Private
Medical Colleges of the State have already been included in the seat matrix
for the 50% of seat quota.

Response to Query No. 17 above.
Please refer to our recent notices.
Response to Query No. 18, 19, 20 above.
The internship has to be completed by the particular date as notified. The
issue would be examined in light of regulations/NEET Notification etc.
Response to Query No. 21, 22 above.
Please contact your certificate issuing authority.
Response to Query No. 23 above.
In case a candidate is not able to present the documents in person for the reasons
like being outside the country/state or due to ill health, as the case may be, he/she
may

authorise

any

person

preferably

member

of

the

family

(father/mother/brother/sister/husband/wife) to deposit the same. The scanned
copies of checklist form will, however, be signed by the candidate along with
photograph of the candidate. A photograph of the authorised person indicating the
relationship with the candidate like father/ mother/ brother/ sister/ husband/ wife
will also be attested by a gazetted officer. (see public notice dated 28/01/2017 in
this regard)

Response to Query No. 24 above.
Although it has been mentioned in Public Notice dated 27-01-2017 that the
candidates must have completed the mandatory rotatory internship by 10 th of
February, 2017, yet the matter has been examined further and in light of conditions
mentioned at the time of filling up of NEET form, the internship certificate shall be
produced before 31st of March, 2017. Therefore, the candidates who are undergoing
internship may get the certificate from the college indicating the likely date they
shall be completing the rotatory internship. Their acceptence of documents shall not
be denied on this count. However, the cut off date for production of rotatory
internship certificate shall be before 31st of March, 2017. (see public notice dated
28/01/2017 in this regard)

Response to Query No. 25 above.

Candidate could not claim two benefits. Rural service is otherwise part of
open merit category.
Response to Query No. 26 above.
This has already been clarified.
Response to Query No. 27 above.
May deposit other documents and produce NOC from the competent
authority. An affidavit in this regard may be filed that NOC to pursue higher
education by him/her by the competent authority is under process.
Response to Query No. 28 above.
Check-list has already been uploaded on the website of BOPEE.
Response to Query No. 29 above.
This has been addressed. The internship has to be completed and certificate
produced by or before 31-03-2017.
Response to Query No. 30 and 31 above.
This has already been addressed.
Response to Query No. 32 above.
Please go through the Brochure of B.Ed available on the website of BOPEE. In
case the candidate has to appear in the examination result has to be
produced at the time of admission by the BOPEE.
Response to Query No. 33 above.
This has already been addressed. The time limit of submission of internship
certificate is 31st March, 2017.
Response to Query No. 34 above.
No.
Response to Query No. 35 above.
Internship issue has already been clarified.
Response to Query No. 36 above.

Registration with the MCI/SMC has to be submitted with the documents.
Response to Query No. 37 above.
This has already been addressed.
Response to Query No. 38 above.
This has already been clarified.
Response to Query No. 39 above.
The candidates who are not called to attend on a particular date may attend
during the period notified.
Response to Query No. 40 above.
It has been replied already.
Response to Query No. 41 above.
It has been already clarified.
Response to Query No. 42 above.
The BOPEE only makes selection for admission and does not conduct
subsequent examination.
Response to Query No. 43 above.
This has already been responded.
Response to Query No. 44 above.
The admission to PG is time bound and all the formalities have to be
completed in a time bound manner as per Supreme Court directions.
Response to Query No. 45 above.
This has already been responded.
Response to Query No. 46 above.
There is no category-wise distribution of rural seats. These form part of open
merit category.

Response to Query No. 47 above.

This has already been responded.
Response to Query No. 48 above.
This has been repeatedly raised and responded as per rules on the subject
and in consultation with the Government also.
Response to Query No. 49 above.
Hon’ble Supreme Court has basically discussed MCI regulations.
Response to Query No. 50 above.
An

authority

letter

containing

that

“I________S/o/D/o____R/0_______________Village_____Tehsil____District
________authorize_______ who is my ____ (relation) to deposit the check-list
along with documents on my behalf”. A scanned copy filled in by the
candidate himself shall also be sent to the Board along with photograph of
the candidate through authorized person duly attested. The photograph of
the authorized person shall be attested by a gazette officer.
Response to Query No. 51 above.
How do I know? This can be verified by SKIMS. We have no information as on
date.
Response to Query No. 52 above.
Original certificates are necessary.
Response to Query No. 53 above.
This cannot be determined as of now.
Response to Query No. 54 above.
This has already been adressed. See earlier responses above.
Response to Query No. 55 above.
“NOC” from the Competent Authority is compulsory. In case the candidate
has applied before the Competent Authority, an undertaking in this reagard

need be given. However, the candidate shall have to produce the “NOC” at
the time of filling up of the Preference Form.
Response to Query No. 56 above.
This cannot be determined as of now.
Response to Query No. 57 above.
This can not be determined as of now.
Response to Query No. 58 above.
The documents should be obtained from MCI/whereever deposited or a
certificate be obtained from them that the documents have been retained by
them. In any case the original documents have to be produced.
Response to Query No. 59 above.

Yes
Response to Query No. 60 above.

This has already been addressed. Production of original certificates is
important. In case any candidate fails to produce the original documents
necessary entry shall be made in his records and it will remain the
deficiency.
Response to Query No. 61 & 62 above.

The candidate shall be informed after the first part of depositing the
documents is complete. I have no details about the other States. Please
if you have any be free to share with us. Further, this is policy matter
and has to be decided by the State Government and not by the Board.
Response to Query No. 63-1 above.
No not at all.
Response to Query No. 63-2 above.
Let us hope so that all the seats are filled.
Response to Query No. 63-3 above.

The matter is being examined in consultation with the medical colleges of the
State and a final view can be taken by the Government.
Response to Query No. 64 above.
How can be candidate claim a benefit when he has resigned. Please go
through the judgement of the Hon’ble Supreme Court titled Dr. Dinesh
Chauhan V/s State of U.P. & Ors., which has discussed the issue at length.
Response to Query No. 65 above.
The State Government does not contribute to the 50% of All India quota. All
the seats in the State Government Medical Colleges will be filled up by the
BOPEE after the NEET result is declared.
Response to Query No. 66 above.
Any candidate in the Government service has to obtain NOC from the
competent authority. It is for the candidates to see their status in the
Government service. Board will take action as per the existing rules. The rural
service is not a reservation category perse and the candidates who have
rendered rural service in such case they should have 50 percentile qualifying
marks.
Response to Query No. 67 above.
Your application is to be forwarded by the GMC to your parent organization
for appropriate action.

